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The Client

Client Challenges & Goal

Summary

Fully integrated social media management dashboard for easy 
interaction
Post scheduling feature to schedule social media posts
Single message board for all your social media 
Engages with patients more effectively through various contests
Provides detailed analysis of website and social media statistics
Builds and manages online reputation
Gives daily feeds from major healthcare providers/
manufacturers along with important links

Key Features

PracticeRetriever is a branch of PracticeMarketer Inc., a practice 
marketing firm established in 2000 and based in Southern California. 
It increases doctor-patient connect and interaction on a daily basis 
through easy to view dashboard, social media integration, message 
boards, etc. 

PracticeRetriever.com was earlier built using PHP & MySQL and was 
facing issues with performance and scalablity. The client wanted 
to rebuild the entire platform using MEAN stack to improve user  
experience, reduce time to market in each sprint, and build a scalable 
architecture. TO THE NEW developed a web application that connects 
several social media platforms into one easy to view online dashboard 
where doctors can post and respond to posts from their patients  
quickly and effectively, saving hours of staff time. 

TO THE NEW developed a web application for Practice Retriever Inc., that brings various social media platforms together 
where doctors from different practices can connect and interact with their patients in a simple and effective manner.

 Practice Retriever
Bringing Doctors and Patients Together on a Common Platform

#ProductEngineering    #MEAN

Highlights

Smooth social media 
integration in a single platform

Improved performance and 
scalability

Native video upload  functionality 
developed by TO THE NEW 
available at  npm Open Source

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Know more about our MEAN offerings

Technical excellence

Developed various modules from scratch (Admin, Integration, Insights, Reputation, Inbox, social media 
calendars, etc.) with enhanced features facilitating complete social media management
Created Insights module for easy consumption of analytics data from various mediums in a user friendly way
Created Reputations module to gather feedback of various services from one social media platform and share it 
on other social media platforms
Performed social media integration with LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, and Google
Used graph tools like C3.js for creating engaging and highly informative graphs 
Integrated original wooCommerce payment gateway built in PHP/MySQL
Added Native video upload functionality for Twitter node.js module that previously did not support video 
uploads to Twitter

Technologies Stack
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